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Preface

This report highlights a trio of research papers presented at the First Vehicle Navigation and Information System Conference (VNIS '89), in Toronto, Canada on September 11-13, 1989. The conference was sponsored by the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation, and Transport Canada. A major goal of the conference, according to General Chairman Rye Case, was to "encourage interaction between the diverse communities which have an interest in vehicle navigation aids". Together for two days in one hotel were cellular phone vendors, automotive engineers, cartographers, GIS specialists, and highway administrators among others, providing a unique opportunity for interdisciplinary exchange of ideas regarding vehicle navigation systems. The conference consisted of fifteen paper sessions, including Programs and Policy, System and Technology Evaluation, Driver Response to Real-time Traffic Information, Digital Maps and Geographic Information Systems, Traffic Management Applications, and Human Factors. The papers reproduced here are intended to assist others in the study of human navigation, navigation systems, or spatial cognition in general. Their content is essentially the same as in the conference proceedings, although a few minor changes and corrections have been made, and the papers have been re-formatted and re-paginated.

The first paper, by Scott M. Freundschuh, is a reaction to a paper first presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers in 1987 by Barbara Petchenik titled "A Road Not Taken", and later published in the American Cartographer in 1989. In Petchenik's paper, she asserted that vehicle navigation aids were being developed without concern for supporting theoretical models of how humans perform way-finding in an automobile, therefore, resulting in navigation systems that people cannot or will not use. Freundschuh asserts that supporting theoretical models do exist and that VNA developers must adopt a interdisciplinary approach to 'discover' these foundations. This paper reviews, in part, current research in spatial knowledge acquisition in computer science, psychology, and geography, and how these models can enhance VNA development. In addition, current research in cognitive psychology and environmental behavior concerning the presentation form of driving instructions to drivers of automobiles is discussed. The purpose of reviewing this varied research is to express the point that the development of effective VNAs is not a problem solvable by only one discipline, but is rather a multi-discipline endeavor.

The second paper, by Michael D. Gould, considers the role of individual differences, an important yet controversial topic in cognitive psychology, in strategies for the provision of navigation assistance to drivers. Gould asserts that the population of drivers on this planet is not homogeneous, though the designers of vehicle navigation aids (VNAs) appear to assume so. Individuals differ in their level of spatial knowledge as well as in several cognitive abilities. This may mean that the optimal method of navigation information presentation (map display, verbal directions, speech output) will differ for individuals as well. It is suggested that the next generation of VNAs be designed to allow flexible, multi-modal presentation of navigation information, to better serve the majority of drivers no matter what their individual preferences or abilities.

The third paper, by David M. Mark, proposes a theoretical model of the vehicle navigation system in its most generalized form. Systems represented by this model include five principal components or functions: geographic database; location of vehicle and destination; route planning; instruction generation; and vehicle control. The model suggests that these tasks may be performed by the mind of the driver, by the minds of other humans (either in the car or connected by cellular phone or other means), and by various computers and analog devices both in the car and elsewhere. Situations as varied as a driver travelling to work, a person studying a map to produce written directions for another to use later, or an autonomous (robot) vehicle, all can be conceptualized using this model. Research can focus on which tasks to assign to people, and which to machines; on how best to perform each task (and "best" must be evaluated within a context of individual difference, discussed in Gould's paper); and how the components of the system can and should communicate.
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DOES "ANYBODY" REALLY WANT (OR NEED) VEHICLE NAVIGATION AIDS?

SCOTT M. FREUNDSCHUH
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis
Department of Geography
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14260

Abstract  Petchenik has criticized geographers for ignoring the task of driving in an automobile as a "rich and fertile research topic". She asserts that though VNAs can be developed, people may not feel the need for them. This paper puts forth the notion that developers of VNAs should not persist in using an intradisciplinary approach to solving an interdisciplinary problem. It is demonstrated that research in differing disciplines can be intertwined, and that theories and models can often be "borrowed". In many cases, research findings in one discipline do support research findings in other disciplines. It is also demonstrated that though interdisciplinary results can be supporting, caution should be taken when interpreting these results. This paper reviews, in part, current research in spatial knowledge acquisition in computer science, psychology, and geography, and how these models can enhance VNA development. In addition, current research in cognitive psychology and environmental behavior concerning the presentation form of driving instructions to drivers of automobiles is discussed. The purpose of reviewing this varied research is to express the point that the development of effective VNAs is not a problem solvable by only one discipline, but rather a multi-discipline endeavor.

1. Introduction

In a paper presented at the 1987 AAG meetings in Portland Oregon, Barbara Bartz Petchenik criticized geographers, by and large, for ignoring the task of driving an automobile as a "rich and fertile research topic" (1987). Petchenik asserted that because of this neglect, "electronic devices to facilitate way-finding in automobiles are being devised by technicians in the absence of supporting theoretical/conceptual insights into this most basic geographic behavior" (1987, p. 1). Petchenik continues by stating, "before plunging ahead on technological frontiers, we should consider assessing our current location on the frontiers of knowledge. What is technologically feasible may have no relevance whatever to human needs and characteristics as they are brought to bear on the task of way-finding in an automobile" (1989, p. 49). The key issue that Petchenik brings forward is that though "it may turn out that comprehensive, logical electronic navigation assistance systems can be built, .... people [may not] find becoming lost or disoriented a sufficiently serious problem to pay for what is likely to be expensive technology" (1989, p. 49).

These criticisms, though insightful and timely, may be a bit overstated. I agree that there is a need to know how humans perform the task of way-finding in an automobile. It would prove fruitless to develop VNAs that do not fulfill the needs of the intended users. What I do not agree with is the contention that no supporting theoretical/conceptual models exist upon which VNA research can rely. The problem is not so much that the theoretical models do not exist, it is that developers of VNAs have not looked in the right places.

There has been much published research in geography (Golledge, 1988; Mark and McGranaghan, 1986), psychology (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956; Siegel and White, 1975; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Tolman, 1948; Trowbridge, 1913), computer science (Kuipers, 1978, 1983b), cognitive science and environmental behavior studies (Streeter et al, 1985) that is concerned with how people acquire spatial knowledge. Though this large body of literature is rich in information as to how humans acquire and operationalize information about their environment, it has remained relatively untapped by VNA developers. An exception to this neglect of the spatial knowledge literature is Mark and McGranaghan (1986). They reviewed Kuipers' (1978) theory of spatial knowledge acquisition and termed it "a powerful model for cognitive representation of spatial knowledge" (p. 2). In this review, the authors state that Kuipers' model suggests that verbal navigation instructions may be more effective than a map display as a VNA. Clearly, Mark's and McGranaghan's implication indicates that the body of spatial knowledge literature may have much to offer VNA development. For the purpose of arriving at a common understanding, it would be beneficial to briefly review models of spatial knowledge.

2. Spatial Knowledge

Models of spatial knowledge, for the most part, suggest that humans possess at least two kinds of spatial knowledge: procedural and survey knowledge. There is disagreement between these models as to how many kinds of spatial knowledge exist. Some suggest only two kinds, while others more commonly purport three, possibly more. To further complicate this domain, the terminology used to label these different kinds of spatial knowledge vary from model to model: Trowbridge (1913) uses ego-centric and domi-centric knowledge; Tolman (1943) uses strip map and comprehensive map knowledge; Piaget and Inhelder (1956) use topological, projective, and Euclidean knowledge; Shemyakin (1962) uses route and survey knowledge; Siegel and White (1975) use landmark, route, and configurational knowledge; Kuipers (1978, 1983b) uses sensorimotor, topological, and metrical knowledge; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) use procedural and survey knowledge; Golledge (1988) uses declarative, procedural, and
configurational knowledge; Stem and Leiser (1988) use landmark, route, and survey knowledge; Freundschuh (this paper) uses landmark, procedural, network, and map-like knowledge (see figure 1). It is interesting to note that though these knowledge type names vary between models, the definitions of the spatial knowledge types across models are very similar.

The first type or level of spatial knowledge will be referred to in this paper as procedural knowledge. According to Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982), procedural knowledge, at a very minimum, contains a step by step description of the route from the origin to the destination, an indication of the points at which direction is changed along the route, and what action is performed at these points of change. Kuipers (1978) called these points of change and the accompanying action view-action (V -> A) pairs. Procedural knowledge is acquired most directly from direct navigation experience, but can also be acquired from written driving directions and from route planning using maps. This type of spatial information can be likened to a linear representation of geographic space.

The second type of spatial knowledge will be referred to as network knowledge. According to Kuipers (1978), network knowledge (Kuipers refers to this as topological knowledge) consists of “knowledge of non-metrical properties of the environment, such as containment, connectivity, and order” (1983b, p. 1). At this level, topology is correct, but distance and direction estimates are not. This type of spatial information can be thought of as a two-dimensional representation of geographic space, but angles and distances are highly distorted.

The third type of spatial knowledge will be referred to as map-like knowledge. According to Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982), map-like knowledge (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth refer to this as survey knowledge) is spatial information that is extracted most directly from maps. Map-like knowledge is the “bird’s eye view” of the world presented on maps, and enables the “ability to manipulate magnitudes such as distance, direction, and relative position” (1983B, P. 1). Map-like knowledge can be thought of as a geometrically correct two-dimensional representation of space.

These three types of spatial knowledge, procedural, network, and map-like, may be a strong indication of the kinds of spatial information utilized by drivers for automobile navigation. From this, it would seem beneficial for developers of VNAs to address the following questions: 1) Which types of spatial knowledge do drivers rely upon for navigation? 2) Do individual drivers rely on only one type of spatial knowledge for navigation, or a combination of them? 3) Is the utilization of any one level of spatial knowledge for automobile navigation situation specific? (i.e., procedural knowledge in new environments -vs.- map-like knowledge in familiar environments?) 4) Do different drivers utilize the same type of spatial knowledge in similar driving situations, or do strategies vary?

figure 1.
The answers to these questions would not only identify the types of spatial knowledge used for automobile navigation, but could help in the determination of the 'best form' of presentation of navigational cues to the driver. Mark and McGranaghan claim that it is useful to classify various forms of spatial information [i.e., written directions, sketch maps, and maps] for [automobile] navigation [based upon these three types of spatial knowledge] (1986, P. 4). From this they make three assertions. First of all, verbal directions, which are sequential in presentation form, convey information at the procedural level. Secondly, hand-drawn directions, complete with distorted angles and distances, convey spatial information parallel to network knowledge. Thirdly, road maps, and other planimetrically correct maps, convey spatial information of the map-like type (1986, P. 4). If these assertions are correct, it is possible to conclude that the 'best form' of presentation of the navigation cues can be determined by identifying the type of spatial knowledge used to drive.

3. Presentation of Navigation Cues

Streeter et al (1985) have explored the question of 'what is the best way to present directions to drivers of automobiles? Should the cues be graphic or verbal?' They conducted an experiment which compared driver performance in an unfamiliar environment for drivers using: 1) a state road map, 2) a customized road map, 3) both a customized road map and tape recorded instructions, and 4) tape recorded instructions only. The tape recorded instructions allowed the driver to either play the next instruction, or to repeat the last instruction. Driver performance was based upon a combination of travel time, number of errors, and the distance traveled.

They found that drivers using the tape recorded instructions made the least amount of errors, drove fewer miles, and reached the destination in the least amount of time. From best to worst, the performance utilizing the four types of navigation cues were: 1) the taped instructions, 2) both the taped instructions and the customized road map, 3) the customized road map and 4) the control condition, i.e., the road map. These results appear to confirm Mark's and McGranaghan's implication drawn from Kuipers' spatial knowledge model that "the provision of navigation information at the procedural level [verbal instructions] should be easier to assimilate than would be graphic [map-like knowledge] instructions" (1986, P. 5).

One may ask, "is this an accurate assumption?" Is it because humans use procedural knowledge, which is a sequential type of format of spatial knowledge, that drivers are better able to navigate using verbal directions, which is a sequential list of driving instructions? Or should we look for other factors which can help to explain why drivers perform better using verbal instructions?

![Figure 2](image)

Brooks (1968) performed a series of experiments whose results may shed light on this question. In these experiments, subjects scanned several imagined diagrams. In one of the experiments, subjects were to scan around an imagined block letter F (see figure 2a). Subjects were instructed to start at the lower left corner of the letter, and in a clockwise direction, categorize each corner as
a point that is either in the extreme top or bottom of the imagined letter, or in between. Each subject was to respond yes if the point was in the extreme top or bottom, no if the point was in between. The subjects made their yes-no responses in three different ways: 1) spoke yes or no; 2) tapped with the left hand for yes, the right hand for no; 3) pointed to successive Y’s and N’s on a sheet of paper (see figure 2b).

Brooks’ (1968) results indicated that subjects took much longer in the pointing condition than in the other two conditions (28.2 seconds for pointing, 14.1 seconds for tapping, and 13.8 seconds for vocal). Brooks concluded, as have subsequent experimenters replicating Brooks’ experiment (1976), that these results are due to interference between similar cognitive tasks. In psychology, it is believed that spatial and verbal tasks are entirely different cognitive tasks. It is more difficult, and in some instances impossible, to perform like cognitive tasks simultaneously than it is to perform different cognitive tasks simultaneously. Subsequently, the subjects in Brooks’ experiment found it difficult to scan an imagined image, and to point at the sheet of paper with Y’s and N’s at the same time. These two tasks are spatial tasks, therefore, are very difficult to perform concurrently.

Brooks’ results may indicate that one of the reasons that drivers navigate more effectively with taped recorded instructions than with a map may be due to interference of similar cognitive tasks. Most would agree that navigating in an automobile is a spatial task, that extracting navigation information from a map is also a spatial task, and that following tape recorded instructions is a verbal task.

According to Brooks’ results, a driver of a car would be a more effective (i.e., better) navigator when relying upon tape recorded directions for navigation than when relying on a map. There would be less interference between the spatial cognitive tasks of driving and listening to directions, than between driving and reading a road map, therefore, better navigation performance.

4. Conclusions and Suggestions

The purpose of this paper is to express the point that the development of effective vehicle navigation aids is not a problem solvable by a single discipline. Rather, VNA development is an engineering issue, a geography issue, a psychology issue, a cognitive science issue, etc. Clearly, ignoring the fact that VNA development is an interdisciplinary problem will encourage the production of vehicle navigation aids that are less than optimal, resulting in VNAs that people cannot or will not use.

The National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA) is currently exploring way finding and direction giving issues within Research Initiative #2 titled Languages of Spatial Relations (1989). In addition to spatial knowledge issues, the NCGIA is interested in direction giving (generation) and receiving (processing) issues. Some research topics that have been identified concern human generated directions as well as automated (computer generated) directions. Specific questions that have been raised are:

1) What constitutes "the best" or "the most appropriate" (i.e., good) directions?
2) What does the giver of directions need to know, or be aware of, in order to give "good" directions?
3) How do directions vary with the change in size of the area being navigated? (i.e., as one gets closer to the destination, how does the information content of the directions change?), We referred to this as “fine tuning” of the directions.
4) Are navigation cues different for navigation during the day vs. navigation at night? Do directions vary for (1) walking, (2) mass transit, and (3) driving?
5) How does the content of directions change with the traveler's familiarity of a place?

This small sample of research questions indicates that the approach of the NCGIA to this issue of way finding is primarily cognitive. In other words, what do humans require to both give and understand driving directions? The center is beginning to recognize the highly complex nature of these issues and has involved researchers from other disciplines such as psychology, computer science, linguistics, engineering, cognitive science, as well as geography. To quote Petchenik, "there still is a research road that is rich in theoretical views and practical implications" (1987, p.10). We can only hope that someday that "road" will be paved.
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THE PROVISION OF USABLE NAVIGATION ASSISTANCE:
CONSIDERING INDIVIDUAL COGNITIVE ABILITY

MICHAEL D. GOULD
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis
Department of Geography
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14260

Abstract The design of vehicle navigation aids (VNA) has tended to emphasize hardware innovations and software which is
optimized to this hardware. User interfaces to VNAs generally adopt a single mode of presentation of navigation information. This
assumes a homogeneous user community and ignores individual ability regarding a driver’s level of spatial cognition, attention, and
other problem-solving issues. The next generation of VNAs should be designed by devoting more attention to the manner in which
people structure, recall, and utilize spatial information naturally. Literature on spatial knowledge, individual differences and human
subject categorization is reviewed. Recommendations for the design of future VNA user interfaces, to provide more usable navigation
assistance to individual drivers, are made.

1. Introduction

The act of navigation is of interest to geographers because it involves the real-time assimilation of spatial information. Cartographers have a special interest due to the common reliance on maps for navigation assistance. Navigation is also of interest to
cognitive scientists, because it requires the coordination of a great many cognitive activities and because the interplay of these
activities is not fully understood (Couclelis, 1988; Mark and Frank, 1989; Mark and McGranaghan, 1986). The recent popularity of
computerized navigation assistance again broadens the spectrum of interest in navigation. Now, specialists in the design of geographic
information systems (GIS), cellular telephone systems, and laser-optical storage devices, alongside automotive engineers worldwide,
are beginning to devote attention to the technical aspects of in-car navigation.

The past decade has seen a revitalization of research in and development of vehicle navigation aids (VNAs). This is primarily
due to the availability of more powerful yet less expensive microprocessors and to the expectant in-car use of CD-ROM or optical disk
storage. Systems which were conceived in the 1970s but which were left unimplemented due to hardware inadequacies are now
technologically feasible and economically cost-effective to produce. Most major automobile manufacturers are in the process of
developing such systems, with releases expected in the early 1990s; see French (1986,1989) and Boyce (1988) for a review of these
systems.

This recent R&D effort has concentrated on issues such as the incorporation of spatial (map) data alongside auxiliary touristic
information, for what Cooke (1985) calls “electronic yellowpages”, and to methods of updating navigation databases via radio
broadcast. More common issues, such as position determination and navigation information presentation, are addressed in nearly all
vehicle navigation publications.

Recently, positional accuracy problems have been comprehensively addressed through the integration of both (local) dead
reckoning and (global) satellite reception methods (French, 1989). No such integrated approach to the presentation of navigation
information has been proposed, however. Instead, single, independent presentation methods are suggested, each assumed to be
manageable by all users. This paper suggests that sufficient literature on individual differences in human-computer interaction warns
against this assumption of a homogeneous user community.

2. Spatial Knowledge

Models of spatial knowledge acquisition have been discussed by several geographers (Couclelis, 1988; Downs and Stea,
1977; Freundschuh, 1989; Golledge, 1988; Mark and McGranaghan, 1986; Peuquet, 1988) and cognitive scientists (Kuipers, 1978;
Olson and Bialystok, 1983; Streeter et al, 1985; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1980; Thorndyke and Goldin, 1983; Trowbridge, 1913;
Weitzman, 1979). Therefore, only a short review, linked to models of vehicle navigation aid design, is presented here.

There are three, relatively well-accepted levels of spatial knowledge and its acquisition. These levels are defined differently
by nearly every author but are here landmark, route, and survey, after Stem and Leiser (1988), illustrated in Figure 1.

Landmark knowledge is defined by the collection of objects within a person's conception of an area-- in a sense, a database.
This may include objects such as buildings, parks, streets, and other salient features of the environment. Spatial relationships between
these objects are incomplete or nonexistent at the landmark level.
Route knowledge adds some measure of procedure or sequence to the person’s set of landmarks. Kuipers (1978) suggests that sets of “view-action pairs” are constructed at this level; that is, a person is prompted to take the next action based upon receiving a particular view of the environment. This leads to the common answer to navigational queries: “I can’t remember the directions, but I can take you there.”

Survey knowledge includes topological connectivity as well as metrical distances and angularity of a street network within a person’s mental map. This knowledge is often termed map knowledge due to the assumption that it is acquired through systematic map use. Opposing that assumption are studies suggesting that survey knowledge may also be acquired through driving experience and associated familiarity with the environment (Acredolo, 1982; Lloyd, 1988).

Spatial knowledge is inherently incomplete, or partial (Kuipers, 1978); a person cannot know everything about a geographic-scale environment, its objects and their relations. Therefore, an individual’s spatial knowledge never corresponds precisely with one of the three levels described here. Building user interfaces for vehicle navigation aids should consider that each driver possesses spatial knowledge at some weakly-defined point on the continuum illustrated in Figure 1.

Those drivers possessing primarily landmark knowledge of an environment (e.g., a businessman visiting a small city for the first time) can probably take advantage of any and all assistance that a VNA has to offer. This assistance can include a planimetrically correct, topologically structured map database, shortest path determination and route planning, map display, the option to toggle on/off aural (Davis, 1988) or graphic verbal instructions, and even the option of a simple, printed map for future reference. The latter point is important, because drivers walking away from a virtual map display may remember the general appearance of that map but will soon forget the spatial configurations within it. A recent study has shown that some drivers use maps more for trip planning before entering the car than for in-car navigation (Mark and McGranaghan, 1988). Drivers should be encouraged to acquire additional spatial knowledge in any format which is most convenient, comfortable, and effective.

Figure 1. Progression of spatial knowledge [adapted from Stern and Leiser (1988)]
Drivers possessing a level of spatial knowledge classified as route knowledge (e.g., a person new to an area who typically uses only a few, ‘proven safe’ paths to get around) can benefit from a VNA which directly supports procedural navigation. The driver might also opt to explore street map-based configurations of the environment as well. Here a dilemma surfaces: are VNAs to become prostheses to maximize performance at one level of spatial knowledge, or learning tools used to reach a 'higher' knowledge level? Altruistic versus marketing (customer satisfaction) goals must be considered.

We may expect, intuitively, that drivers possessing survey level spatial knowledge may perform best when assisted by a VNA which presents both virtual map display and shortest path results. However, we must not overestimate the spatial-cognitive ability of these drivers nor underestimate their desire to explore other navigation modes. The VNA user interface should be based on the driver’s primary knowledge level (here, survey) but with secondary and even tertiary levels of assistance to fall back upon. Even drivers with highly-developed survey knowledge of an environment (e.g., taxi drivers with several years of experience) may choose to operate in a procedural mode, to generate a complex shortest path description of a multi-stop shopping trip for example.

Though perhaps idealistic, the idea of coordinating multiple levels of navigation assistance within a single system is nearing an era of practicality. Just as the recent crop of fast, inexpensive microprocessors has served to catalyze the implementation of today’s VNAs, a new generation of reduced instruction set chips (RISC), parallel processors, and high-speed random access storage devices will do the same for the VNA of 1995. In the meantime, as they wait patiently for technological breakthroughs, researchers should be altering their mindsets and focusing upon the user, rather than upon what the hardware is currently able to allow in a VNA. The need to focus upon the mode by which people structure space and on how they later recall and utilize that information is central to the design of an optimal vehicle navigation system.

3. Individual Cognitive Ability

In search of cognitive factors which affect the manner in which people structure space, it is important to remember that cognitive activities appear to be fundamentally focused on problem-solving (Anderson, 1985). That in mind, this paper considers a driver's level of spatial knowledge to be one of several independent factors used to explain navigation problem-solving behavior. Several other independent factors (variables) are discussed below.

Several researchers have explained individual differences in spatial cognition as being essentially a manifestation of familiarity with the environment. Beck and Wood (1976) have suggested that people who travel extensively naturally have better accumulated information regarding probable layouts of cities. A person who is familiar with Spanish cities can assume a priori that an unknown city in Spain will have a central plaza with a church adjacent to it. Acredolo (1982) also stresses experiential factors as contributing to some people's ability to 'feel their way' through unknown environments. But how can spatial cognition, or simply 'sense of direction' be measured? Kozlowski and Bryant (1977) have shown that people who rate themselves as having a good sense of direction proved so in field testing, those with self-rated bad sense of direction proving to be bad as well. The use of driver surveys can be an easy and effective way of supporting field-testing results.

Individual differences in attention to driving cues may also be an important factor affecting navigation ability. Field dependence, the inability of a subject to recognize individual patterns or objects from within a complex scene, has been suggested to be contributory to some automobile accidents (Goodenough, 1976). Key objects such as 'hazardous road' signs are often missed by field-dependent drivers. It is possible that field dependence affects map reading ability and recognition of key landmarks as well, though it has yet to be demonstrated. During driving, the addition of stress may be a significant contributor to field-dependence and related poor decision-making.

This individualist viewpoint, based on the idea that people behave differently and sometimes unexpectedly in similar situations, is often ignored by system user interface designers. Egan (1988) addresses the lack concern:

"Many computer-based systems seem to have evolved without much sensitivity to the capabilities of any user, let alone the range of capabilities of different possible users. When behavioral scientists raise concerns about user capabilities, even they often have little to say about designing for differences among users ... they usually select narrowly defined user samples to minimize 'experimental error' when comparing the mean performance of different systems" (p. 543).

4. Psychometric Studies

There are many cognitive tasks (perhaps an infinite number) which we carry out relatively unconsciously. These include neuro-physiological tasks such as seeing and perceiving as well as complex tasks such as maneuvering an automobile through traffic. User interface designers should pay attention to recent cognitive psychology literature regarding differences in cognitive task performance. Psychometric research has identified a variety of basic cognitive abilities assumed to be components of skill in more
Experimental studies offer specific support of linkage between cognitive levels. Thorndyke and Goldin (1983), for example, found that indicators of cognitive mapping skill could be gained "based upon pencil-and-paper tests of basic spatial abilities" (Thorndyke and Goldin, 1983, 208). In another study, Stasz and Thorndyke (1980) found that the single best predictor of their definition of map-learning was the Building Memory Test taken from the Educational Testing Service (1976) kit. The Building Memory Test requires the subject to recall the positions of building icons (i.e., town hall, fire station) on a previously shown, stylized street map.

Sholl and Egeth (1980) tested 49 ROTC students at Baltimore area colleges, in search of cognitive correlates of map reading ability. Note that map reading is here considered distinctly from map learning. They found, surprisingly, that visual-spatial ability was not a strong predictor of map reading ability. Another surprise was that general mathematical and verbal ability were strong predictors. These latter two studies seem to indicate that map reading and map learning have separate cognitive bases.

Wetherell (1979) studied short-term memory for verbal and graphic route information. He tested drivers on a closed-circuit road course. Drivers were asked to study, while in the car and stationary, either a map of a path through the course or written directions of the path. The navigation aids were then taken away and the drivers were asked to negotiate the path from memory. Those drivers who had memorized verbal directions made fewer mistakes, whether driving from the beginning of the course to the end or vice versa (forward/backward recall). Interestingly, when the drivers were blindfolded and stationary within the car, they were able to recite the directions of the path with even fewer errors than when driving the path. These findings illustrate masking, or memory interference (Brooks, 1968), which is marked by the poor ability of most people to execute spatial and non-spatial recall tasks simultaneously.

5. Driver Categorization?

Egan (1988) suggests developing a set of user prototypes as an approach to accommodating user differences in computerized systems: "...users may be classified as one of the prototypes, allowing system designers to interact with users according to their classification" (p.560). Following this methodology, and given that the linkage between cognitive levels (mentioned above) is reliable, researchers may then categorize drivers by navigation ability depending on the results of basic cognitive tests. It was previously suggested that these tests may be automated as a software toolkit and that results would be useful not in comparison to previously designed "paper and pencil" tests but as measures of computer-based performance (Gould, 1989). A goal of driver categorization is to provide individual drivers with optimal navigation aid, including computerized way-finding systems and also better direction-giving.

Field testing of the computer-based tests, in its most rigorous sense, would involve driving vehicles through actual urban environments. This is often impractical due to liability insurance issues but has been done in at least one study (Streeter et al, 1985). Other, less natural testing environs such as closed circuit courses (Wetherell, 1979) have been substituted with some success. Some combination of the two methods will be necessary to provide robust validation of navigation-category assignments.

6. Design of Future Systems

The next generation of vehicle navigation aids will surely take advantage of several new hardware innovations, which have been discussed and anticipated at least as far back as Cooke’s discussion of VNAs (Cooke, 1985). VNA software will, accordingly, take advantage of this new hardware. But will the next generation of software take better advantage of the human mind than does current software? Freundschuh [this Technical Paper] discusses the multidisciplinary research effort which must be perpetuated in order to provide for multiplicative rather than fractional improvement in VNA effectiveness. Much of this research effort must be centered upon the human aspect of the human-computer interaction equation. This requires greater attention to cognitive psychology, other cognitive sciences, proper statistical methodology (Carroll, 1978), and to increased involvement of the user within the design process. Iterative design and testing procedures have been shown to lead more quickly to systems that are both usable and appreciated by the general user community (Egan, 1988).

Attention to multi-modal direction-giving and navigation assistance will lead to systems which are no longer functional compromises for large sections of the user population. Davis and Trobaugh (1987) report on a system which utilizes a topological map database (augmented DIME) to provide aural route descriptions over a cellular telephone. Such a system, linked to in-car display of the map database, has enormous potential for satisfying a majority of drivers possessing various levels of spatial knowledge. Furthermore, vehicle navigation and information systems (VNIS), which add auxiliary graphic and text data to the VNA architecture, will offer the ability to traverse large series of maps and perhaps aerial photographs using optical storage devices. Given a sufficient supply of remotely sensed images of urban areas, simulated tours may become commonplace directly supporting route knowledge.
These two prospects for future VNA design, attention to the cognitive base of navigation and the provision of multi-modal user interface, are suggested within the context of individual differences and the need to provide individual drivers with usable navigation assistance. It is important to remember that usability is a measure most meaningful when judged by the users themselves.
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Abstract In formal English, the term "navigate" is associated with ships, and more recently, with aircraft. However, more recently, the term "vehicle navigation" has been applied to land vehicles as well. Support of human navigation has long been a vital function of maps. Recent technological developments have led to new forms of navigation aids, not all of which include maps. Cognitive science studies the workings of the mind, and provides a useful theoretical basis for examining the navigation process and its relation to spatial learning. This in turn provides a conceptual framework for an evaluation of maps and map-alternatives for road navigation. This paper defines a number of terms and concepts related to vehicle navigation, and presents a model which can be used in designing and evaluating components of the navigation system.

1. Introduction

In formal English, the term navigate normally is associated with determining courses for ships, and more recently, for aircraft. However, the processes of position-finding, route-planning, and route-following on land are similar in many ways to those in the aforementioned, less constrained environments, and more recently, the term vehicle navigation has been applied to way-finding for automobiles, trucks, or other land vehicles (Cooke, 1985; see also the title of this Conference). Support of human navigation has long been a vital function of maps (Head, 1984; Petchenik, 1989). However, recent technological developments have led to new forms of navigation aids (Mark, Gould, and McGranaghan, 1987; McGranaghan, Mark, and Gould, 1987), and not all of these include maps. Cognitive science studies the workings of the mind, and represents a useful basis for examining the navigation process and its relation to spatial learning (Kuipers, 1978, 1983a, 1983b; Mark, 1987; Mark and McGranaghan, 1986). This in turn provides a conceptual framework for an evaluation of maps and map-alternatives for road navigation (Mark and McGranaghan, 1988).

The chief purpose of this paper is to present a conceptual model for vehicle navigation systems, and show how it relates to the cognitive processes that go on during vehicle navigation and driving. The paper also presents a model which can be used in designing and evaluating components of the navigation system.


Cognitive science represents an amalgam of the explanatory side of artificial intelligence with the cognitive sides of psychology, linguistics, anthropology, geography, and related fields. It has been called "The Mind's New Science" (Gardner, 1985). Human geography has a long tradition of concern for spatial cognition, and for the ways in which mental representations of geographic space influence spatial behavior. Recently, research on these topics has become the main theme of Research Initiative 2, "Languages of Spatial Relations", of the U.S. National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA) (Mark, 1988, 1989; Mark and Frank, 1989; Mark and others, 1989). In general, implementation of cognitively-sound models of geographic space should lead to improved Geographic Information Systems (GIS) interfaces, spatial query languages, and spatial inference. Vehicle navigation systems represent a particularly fruitful field for research combining cognitive science, geography, and information technology, and has been identified as an important element in the research agenda of the NCGIA (Mark, 1989).

2.1 Acquisition of Geographic Knowledge: Theory

In a cognitive science framework, Benjamin Kuipers (1978, 1983a, 1983b) has developed a formal model of the process by which people learn a large-scale (geographic space). This models incorporates some aspects of the theories of Kevin Lynch (1960) and Piaget and Inhelder (1956), and is similar to models of spatial knowledge acquisition proposed and discussed by Downs and Stea (1977) and by Thorndyke and his co-workers (Goldin and Thorndyke, 1982; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982).

In Kuipers’ TOUR model, as a person moves through such space, that person observes views and performs actions. A view is defined as the total of all sensory experiences, at a point and oriented in a particular direction; for most individuals and situations, a view is dominated by visual inputs. A route can be characterized as a set of view-action pairs, denoted (V->A); if the (V->A) pairs in the collection are stored in the mind (long-term memory), then the route can be retraced at a later time. In fact, as one navigates in an urban street network, the action associated with many views is simply "continue"; thus (V->continue) pairs may be omitted, and only (V->A) pairs associated with turns or other significant actions are stored.
One might think that the set of (V->A) pairs must be ordered in order to be useful; however, as pointed out by Kuipers, if views are unique, such order is unnecessary--after an action is performed, the environment provides the next view. On the other hand, if the next view after an action is remembered (i.e., either as an ordered list of (V->A) pairs, or as a set of (V->A)->V' triples), then routes can be re-created in the mind, and described to others. That people often store only (V->A) pairs is indicated by the not uncommon statement: "I can't tell you how to get there, but I can take you there." Spatial knowledge consisting only of route information (view-action pairs or view-action-view triples) may be termed *procedural knowledge* of geographic space (Mark and McGranaghan, 1986; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982). This is essentially a stimulus-response model of navigation. Procedural knowledge may predominate for people in habitual situations and probably predominates for most other animals.

Often, people recognize that the same view occurs as an element of different routes. These common views are used in Kuipers’ model to construct places, consisting of ordered circuits of views at a point. Knowledge of which places are connected to which others is termed *topological knowledge* (Kuipers, 1978, 1983a, 1983b). At this level of spatial knowledge, people often know on which sides of major linear features other features lie; with topological knowledge of large-scale space, individuals often can plan new routes between places.

Eventually, individuals may construct *geometrical models* of space in their minds. Such models locate places in a cartesian coordinate system; routes include distances between places, angles of intersections, etc. People with geometrical knowledge can point north, or point in the same direction that is "out their front door" when at home. However, experimental research by Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) suggests that people may be able to build reasonably accurate geometrical models of large-scale space more rapidly from maps than they can from real-world experience. They stated: "With moderate exposure, map learning is superior for judgements of relative location and straight-line distances among objects. Learning from navigation is superior for orienting oneself with respect to unseen objects and estimating route descriptions." (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982, p. 560). They also found that with extensive exposure to the environment, the superiority of map-learners for the tasks mentioned above vanished. This difference between map-based learning and experiential learning probably applies to spatial learning of a city street network as well, at least for cities which do not have a rectangular grid of streets (Mark and McGranaghan, 1986). A recent study by Lloyd (1989) appears to confirm this conjecture, which will be tested more directly in experimental research by Scott Freundschuh at Buffalo.

### 2.2 Components of Vehicle Navigation Systems

**Navigation** is here defined as any activity in which an organism or machine controls movement through large-scale (geographic) space to a specific destination (goal). This paper focuses on navigation by people, although the model in principle should apply to other animals, and to autonomous vehicles. Acts of navigation include a combination of cognitive processes and sensorimotor actions; a significant part of the navigation activity occurs in the mind. Human navigation activities are not restricted to drivers and pilots: automobiles passengers often are involved in navigation activities (when they provide information or advice to drivers), whereas passengers on commercial aircraft or on busses rarely are so involved. The Vehicle Navigation System (VNS) is herein defined to include all minds, machines, objects, and devices involved in navigation. Components of the system may include (1) the mind of the driver of the vehicle; (2) the minds of any other persons who participate in navigation activities during travel (usually passengers, but possibly individuals not in the vehicle, but in contact with the driver remotely); and (3) any Vehicle Navigation Aids (VNAs), that is, devices or materials used by any of the participants during navigation, and which contribute to or influence the navigation activity.

Recently, McGranaghan, Mark, and Gould (1987) discussed components of vehicle navigation aids. Two of these were explicitly identified by Donald Cooke (1985, p. 108) as required properties of what he termed "Vehicle Navigation Appliances":

1) "[they] must be able to locate the vehicle on the ground" [location -keeping function]; and
2) "[they] must be able to display the location in a familiar and useful form" [output/communication function].

McGranaghan, Mark, and Gould (1987) broadened these definitions, stating that the location function can be performed by any component of the VNS, including the human mind(s). Secondly, the term "display" should be interpreted to include provision of navigation assistance in either verbal, symbolic, or pictorial (map) form, to be perceived either aurally or visually.

Marvin White has highlighted a third critical VNA component:

3) the geographic database and associated storage device (data-base function);

To these, McGranaghan, Mark, and Gould (1987) added two other functions:

4) planning of a route from the current location to the destination (route-planning function); and
5) determining a set of driving instructions for actually traversing the route (instruction-generation function).

3.1 Paper Road Maps

Even if a general and all-inclusive definition of 'map' proves to be elusive (Vasiliev and others, 1989), a road map or road atlas represents a prototypical map. In fact, it probably represents the first type of map encountered by most North American children. There is no need to describe this ubiquitous graphic depiction of streets, roads, and highways, and paper road-maps are an effective navigation aid for many (but almost certainly not all) drivers. However, as will be discussed below, effective VN systems can be designed which do not include maps; thus the future role of the road map in vehicle navigation must be assessed in light of recent technological advances.

3.2 Procedural Directions

In essence, a step in procedural directions has just two elements: what to do next, and when to do it (Mark and McGranaghan, 1986). Such directions can be transmitted to the drivers through the use of words, of signals/symbols, or in graphic form, the last either as icons or as map elements. Furthermore, verbal or symbolic directions can be presented either visually or aurally. As producers of graphic maps, academic cartographers may fail to appreciate the potential utility (and power) of procedural directions. However, most drivers probably have had the experience of driving in an unfamiliar area with a passenger who has good local knowledge; that such experiences usually result in efficient navigation demonstrates that verbal-procedural navigation instructions can be an extremely effective form of navigation aid. Even in our home areas, we often give people rides to places to which we have never driven. In such circumstances, most drivers are very willing to accept verbal (vocal) directions given in real-time, as needed, during the trip. In fact, they commonly accept such directions unquestioningly. Although some people may wish to see a map before or after a trip, in order to place the path taken and the new location into a geometric framework ("in order to see where they have been," or "where they are"), such map access is not essential to the navigation process. In fact, it seems that many people would prefer to avoid maps as much as possible.

A prominent geographer, speaking as an automobile driver, has suggested that an in-car computer system giving verbal (vocal) directions would not be very desirable or effective, because the computer could not be trusted to give good, or even correct, directions; interestingly, the same person would trust that same computer to draw a map on a CRT in the car. However, the "local expert navigator" phenomenon clearly demonstrates that real-time verbal (vocal) instructions given during travel can be a very effective navigation aid. In fact, is difficult to imagine a method that would be more effective (other than computer-controlled steering).

4. Some Examples

The following diagrams illustrate the way in which various VNS functions are performed by different components of the Vehicle Navigation System. All driving areas are assumed to be unfamiliar to the drivers, except where noted to the contrary.
First, let us examine car navigation using the traditional paper road map from the perspective of the model of the VNS developed above (see Figure 1). The printed map performs both function 2 (display) and function 3 (data-base); the mind of the driver or navigator performs functions 1 (location), 4 (route-planning), and 5 (instruction-generation).

Figure 1: Driver alone, using road map.
Figure 2: Driver alone, traversing habitual route in familiar area.

Figure 3: Driver unfamiliar with area, passenger familiar, traversing novel route.
When a person navigates in a familiar environment, all five functions are performed in the traveler’s mind. When following a familiar or habitual route, such as a daily journey-to-work, the driver probably recalls procedural directions from long-term memory, or a subconscious level, and simply follows the path (Figure 2).

However, people often are required to plan and traverse novel paths between places within their home territory. (An example occurs when one picks up a friend at their home, and then goes directly with them to some other, familiar locality that you have not driven to from their home previously.) In that case, the driver might string together several partial procedural paths, or might ask the passenger for directions (Figure 3).

However, the driver may also consult map-like spatial knowledge, and use that information to plan a route and develop a procedure for traversing it (Figure 4).

A not-uncommon form of VNS separates the “instruction generation” process from the driving task itself. In fact, linguistic coding of navigation information is almost always an important part of the driver-navigator variant discussed above and illustrated in Figure 3. Astley (1969) has reported that, before making a trip, many British drivers consult maps and then prepare written directions for themselves to use later in navigation; this has also been reported in North America. Recently, there has been considerable interest from automobile rental companies in providing verbal (procedural) navigation assistance for their clients (Mark, Gould, and McGranaghan, 1987; McGranaghan, Mark, and Gould, 1987). Within the conceptual model proposed in this paper, the production of verbal directions is illustrated in Figure 5. Anecdotal evidence suggests that when people prepare driving directions for strangers, they often describe routes that are simpler than the paths they themselves would use; computer search algorithms that use simplicity of description as a heuristic measure to be minimized in route selection have been developed and tested (Ma, 1987; Mark, 1985, 1986).
The use of verbal directions, either printed, or hand-written by one's self or someone else, is illustrated in Figure 6.
Another type of system involves a particular, well-known Vehicle Navigation Aid System, the Etak Navigator, produced and marketed by Etak, Inc. (White, 1985; Zavoli, Honey, and White, 1985; see also Mark, Gould, and McGranaghan, 1987; McGranaghan, Mark, and Gould, 1987). Again, the over-all VNS including both the mind of the driver and the Etak system provides the same set of functions (Figure 7). The Etak navigator does not perform route selection, but leaves that to the driver, presenting digital maps to the driver for use in route planning. However, the Etak Navigator keeps track of the vehicle’s location through augmented dead reckoning and map matching. As the driver controls the display scale through a zoom function, the generalization built into the system provides implicit advice to the driver— for long trips, the driver zooms out to a small-scale display showing only highways and major arterials. Only when the driver zooms in for detail near the origin and destination do minor street show up and become reasonable choices for the driver.

Autonomous vehicles, and other systems, can also be modeled by grouping different sets of functions and assigning them to machines and/or people.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, a model of a Vehicle Navigation System (VNS) has been presented (see Figure 8). Conceptually, the VNS may include human minds as well as various Vehicle Navigation Aids (VNAs). The system must be able to perform five fundamental functions: geographic database, location of vehicle and destination, route planning, instruction generation, and vehicle control. It also must provide links or communication methods whereby information and commands may flow among these components. Then, these functions may be grouped and assigned to various people and devices involved in the VNS.

Figure 7: Driver alone, using Etak Navigator.
Adoption of this model allows researchers to focus more clearly on particular components of the system and on the associated research questions. How should the database represent, store, and retrieve geographic information? How should the vehicle’s location be determined? What objective functions and what algorithms or methods should be used for route selection? How can good driving instructions be produced from topological and/or geometric descriptions of routes? How should VNAs communicate with the driver? (Contrasts between verbal (aural) presentation and graphic map presentation have been studied by Streeter and her co-workers (Streeter and Vitello, 1986; Streeter, Vitello, and Wonsiewicz, 1985), but much more work is needed. How should driver preferences be traded off against driver performance?) And, perhaps most importantly, which functions should be performed by the minds of the people in the car, which should be assigned to on-board or remote computers, and which should be left to analog devices such as maps? And how do vehicle types, geographic regional characteristics, and individual and cross-cultural and cross-linguistic differences between drivers influence design criteria for optimal or even adequate Vehicle Navigation Systems? Clearly, there are enough research problems here to challenge engineers, cognitive scientists, geographers, and others for some time to come!

**Figure 8: Summary of Components of a Vehicle Navigation System (VNS) and their Interrelationships.**
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